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ABSTRACT
We present in this paper a relational approach for indexing
and retrieving photographs from a collection. Instead of us-
ing simple keywords as an indexing language, we propose
to use star-graphs as document descriptors. A star-graph is
a conceptual graph that contains a single relation, with some
concepts linked to it. They are elementary pieces of infor-
mation describing combinations of concepts. We use star-
graphs as descriptors - or index terms - for image content
representation. This allows for relational indexing and ex-
pression of complex user needs, in comparison to classical
text retrieval, where simple keywords are generally used as
document descriptors. We present a document representa-
tion model, a weighting scheme for star-graphs inspired by
the tf.idf used in text retrieval. We have applied our model
to image retrieval, and show the system evaluation results.
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical models of Information Retrieval (IR) consider
that a document is described by a set of representative in-
dex terms. In text retrieval for instance, index terms are
keywords extracted from the collection. Because all index
terms in a document do not describe it equally, they are
assigned numerical weights. The purpose of a weighting
scheme is to give emphasis to important terms, quantifying
how well they semantically describe and discriminate doc-
uments.
When dealing with image documents, we can use key-
words to describe main elements appearing on an image,
e.g. “MAN” or “SKY”. However some information con-
tained in the image cannot be expressed or modeled by key-
words themselves [10], such as spacial relations between
objects, or object attributes. Expression of the spacial rela-
tions between objects have been considered in research by
Bertino and Catania [2] and Di Sciascio and colleagues [15],
where the authors define languages to represent shapes and
their position on the image. This allows for relational im-
age indexing and querying. In order to encapsulate the com-
plex knowledge related to either an image description or a
user need, a formalism that supports relations is required. In
particular, the knowledge representation formalism of con-
ceptual graphs, introduced by Sowa [16], has been used for
image representation by Mechkour [7] and image retrieval
by Ounis and Pasca [10]. We use conceptual graphs to in-
dex the images in the collection, assigning some numerical
values to elementary sub-graphs in order to represent the
importance of a sub-graph in the index.
The conceptual graphs formalism, as many knowledge
representation formalisms in artificial intelligence, allows
only boolean truth values. Numerous research has been
have been carried out to extend the conceptual graphs for-
malism. Morton [8] extended Sowa’s conceptual graph the-
ory to fuzzy concepts, fuzzy referents, and fuzzy opera-
tions. Wuwongse and colleagues [18] have extended Mor-
ton’s fuzzy conceptual graphs to take into account fuzzy
conceptual relations. Maher [5] has proposed a similarity
measurement for matching simple fuzzy conceptual graphs,
based on fuzzy similarity measurement for concepts. Those
works aim at assigning a non-boolean truth value to a con-
ceptual graph, in order to take uncertainty into account when
facing imprecise knowledge. The purpose of our work is to
define and weight simple pieces of conceptual graphs and to
match them for IR purpose. The weighting scheme for our
index terms is inspired by the term frequency and inverse
document frequency (tf.idf) weighting scheme used in text
retrieval[14, 13]. Among the extensions to tf.idf in image re-
trieval, Wang and Du [17] introduced the region frequency
and inverse picture frequency (rf.ipf), a region-based mea-
sure for image retrieval purposes. The images in the collec-
tion are segmented into regions, employing several features
(e.g. colour components). The rf measures how frequently
a region feature occurs in a picture, and the ipf attaches a
higher value to region features that occur in few images,
therefore considered good discriminators. All regions are
assigned an rf.ipf weight, that is stored for the image match-
ing process. Research by Wang is based on signal analy-
sis; it does not imply symbolic meaning of the segmented
regions, and no formalism is applied. In our work, we com-
bine signal and symbolic approaches, using a measure of
image region importance which is based on visual parame-
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Fig. 1. Concept type and relation type lattices.
ters determined by the user’s perception [9], and an exten-
sion of the idf using a new definition of a term occurrence
in a document. The classical idf includes all documents in-
dexed by a given term. The basic idea behind our extension
is that a document containing a term  ✂✁ , where  ✂✁ is a specific
of   , is also about   , and thereby the document should be
taken into account in the idf of   . The generic/specific rela-
tions of the concepts are defined by a lattice. Plachouras and
Ounis [11] have defined a probability measure for a concept
in a collection of documents based on the same idea, using a
hierarchical structure of concepts. They adopted this prob-
ability measure to estimate a query scope in the context of
the Web, which indicates how specific or generic a query is,
given the hierarchy of concepts.
This paper describes an image representation model based
on star-graphs. The remaining sections are organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2 we briefly describe how documents are
represented, in Section 3 we examine the elements involved
for weighting a star-graph. Current experiments are pre-
sented and discussed in Section 4.
2. IMAGE REPRESENTATION
Our image representation model shows the images that were
originally represented by conceptual graphs. The concep-
tual graphs are split into elementary pieces of information,
that are considered to be the document descriptors.
2.1. Conceptual Graphs
The formalism of conceptual graph provides an expressive
framework that supports relational image content indexing.
A conceptual graph (CG) is a bipartite oriented graph, com-
posed with concepts and relations [16]. Concept and rela-
tion are organized in lattices, which indicate generic/specific
relationships. Figure 1 shows an example of lattices. We
use conceptual graphs to represent images content. Each
segmented region of the image is associated with a con-
cept, where the conceptual relations describe relationships
between these regions. The conceptual graph, Figure 2, is
the index of the picture on the right. This corresponds to the
symbolic, structural, and spatial facets of ✄✆☎✞✝✠✟☛✡ , Mechk-
our’s image representation model [7].
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Fig. 2. A conceptual graph indexing an image.
The graphs are built from a set of elementary graphs:
the canonical basis. To create a CG, a restricted graph from
the canonical basis is joined together with another, using the
join operation. The join operation is defined as follows [16]:
if two concept nodes have the same label with the same
marker, we can join them and obtain a single concept node.
We break-up the conceptual graphs into elementary pieces
of information. These pieces of information will constitute
our indexing terms. For that, we use the split operation.
The split operation on CGs is defined as follow [1]: let
☞ ✌✎✍
be a concept node of a conceptual graph.
1. Introduce a new node
☞ ✏✑✍
.
2. Replace
☞ ✌✎✍✓✒✕✔✗✖✙✘✚✒✛☞ ✌✢✜✣✍ (or ☞ ✌✢✜✣✍✤✒✥✔✦✖✧✘★✒✕☞ ✌✣✍ ) with
☞ ✏✑✍✩✒✪✔✦✖✧✘✫✒✪☞ ✌✬✜✭✍ (or ☞ ✌✢✜✎✍✩✒✪✔✦✖✧✘✮✒✯☞ ✏✰✍ ), where ☞ ✌✬✜✭✍
is an arbitrary concept in the graph.
3. Replace
☞ ✏✰✍
with
☞ ✌✣✍
.
An example of the application of split on a graph is
given, Figure 3. This operation introduces a node in the
graph, while the number of edges remains constant. It re-
sults in two connected, well-formed subgraphs. Let’s now
consider a graph on which split is iterated until each node
has exactly one adjacent edge. At each step, the total num-
ber of edges remains constant and the number of adjacent
edges for one of the concepts decreases. Hence this proce-
dure terminates. A set of well-formed sub-graphs contain-
ing only one relation is obtained at the end, which is called
a table of graphs [1]. This set contains restricted elements
from the canonical basis. A table of graphs can be con-
sidered a set of star-graphs. A star-graph is a conceptual
graph that contains a single relation. It consists of a single
conceptual relation
✖
, every arc that belongs to
✖
, and every
concept
✌
that is linked by some arc
✔✦✖✙✱✭✌✲✘
that belongs to
✖
.
We call them star-graph because they are star-shaped con-
ceptual graphs: the relation is the center of the star, and the
arcs linking the concepts to the relation form the branches
of the star.
When possible existential quantifiers are eliminated from
the graphs by the mean of introducing new unique constants
(or witnesses) [10], split and join are reverse operations.
Hence, it is possible to build the original graph back by
iterating the join operation on the split concepts of the re-
sulting star-graphs. A conceptual graph with ✳ relations can
Fig. 3. Application of the Split operation on a conceptual graph.
Fig. 4. General outline of the star-graph lattice.
be constructed from ✳ star-graphs (building blocks), one for
each conceptual relation.
2.2. Star-graphs as index terms
The set of star-graphs (SGs) extracted from the collection
of conceptual graphs has a lattice structure. Its partial order
relation ✴ , is the graph projection [16]. This lattice is lim-
ited at the top by ✵☛✶✸✷ and at the bottom by ✹☛✶✠✷ . It has the
general outline shown in Figure 4. In this figure, there are
three sub-lattices, containing star-graphs respectively with
two, three, and four concepts.
The star-graphs obtained at the end of the split are con-
sidered document descriptors. From now on, star-graphs
will be referred to as index terms. As for text documents,
the weight of a descriptor should represent how important
this descriptor is as a part of the document’s index and how
rare it is within the whole collection. For instance, we want
to know how well the term
☞ ✺✼✻✾✽✫✍✿✒❀✔❂❁✮❃✣❄❆❅❈❇✙✘❉✒❀☞ ❊●❋✫❍■✍
describes the document shown in Figure 1 and to what ex-
tent this term allows for the discrimination of the documents
across the collection. The following section describes a
weighting scheme for an SG, based on a combination of
a local analysis of elements in a document (a document-
related value) and a global analysis of the indexed collec-
tion (a collection-related value).
3. TERM WEIGHTING
In this section, we address the extension of the classical
tf.idf for star-graphs, in the context of image retrieval. We
define:
❏ a local analysis for image index terms, correspond-
ing to the tf for text. It consists of representing the
importance of a term in a document,
❏ a global analysis corresponding to the idf. Terms are
assigned a value according to their distribution in the
collection, using some information from the lattice.
According to the definition of a lattice, the more spe-
cific a term is, the more information it contains, hence
the greater it’s important to retrieve relevant docu-
ments. This global analysis is aimed at emphasizing
the impact of more specific terms of the lattice, while
moderating the effect of more generic terms.
3.1. Local analysis
We define a Local value for the index terms. A star-graph
consists of a set of concepts with a relation. In order to as-
sign a local value to a star-graph, we need its concepts to be
assigned local values. These values are related to a user’s
perception that depends on parameters such as the relative
surface of the segmented region, its contrast and position on
the image [9]. We assume that every concept ✌ of a docu-
ment ❑ is assigned a value ▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖✦P❘◗ ❙
. The Local value of an
index term   is related by a function ❚ to the importance of
its composing concepts:
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖❱❯
◗ ❙❳❲
❚
✔
▲
❄✙✌✲▼✸❖
P✂❨✭◗ ❙
✱
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖
P❬❩✎◗ ❙
✱✲❭✢❭✲❭✓✱
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖
P❬❪✠◗ ❙
✘
where ❫ is the number of concepts in the star-graph   (i.e
the relation of the star-graph is ❫ -adic). For instance, if we
assume that the importance of a term is the one of the most
important concepts composing it, we can set ❚ to be ❴
▼✸✏
:
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖
❯
◗ ❙
❲❛❵❝❜✙❞
P❢❡◆❣
❯
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖✦P
❡
◗ ❙ (1)
The Local value for the term
☞ ✺✼✻✾✽☛✍✤✒❤✔✗❁✫❃✣❄❆❅✸❇✙✘✐✒✛☞ ❊❥❋☛❍■✍
would be the maximum of the Local values of
☞ ✺✼✻❥✽☛✍
and
☞ ❊●❋✫❍■✍
.
3.2. Global analysis
The objective is to assign a collection-dependent value to
a term, depending on its distribution in the collection. The
idea is to consider not only the documents in which the term
appears, but also the documents containing some terms spe-
cific to it. Indeed, the documents that are about
☞ ✺✼✻✾✽❦✍✿✒
✔✗❁✫❃✣❄❆❅✸❇✙✘✐✒✛☞ ❧
✟
❁✮✺✐✺✿✍
, are also about
☞ ✺✼✻✾✽✫✍✓✒❤✔✗❁✫❃✣❄❆❅❈❇❆✘✩✒
☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥♦❍❉✍
. Consequently, if a query contains
☞ ✺✼✻✾✽❦✍✫✒
✔✗❁✫❃✣❄❆❅✸❇✙✘✚✒♣☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥♦❍■✍
, then the documents containing the
term
☞ ✺✼✻❥✽☛✍q✒❤✔❂❁✮❃✣❄❆❅❈❇✙✘✐✒❤☞ ❧
✟
❁✫✺✩✺✿✍
are relevant to it.
The occurrence of a term  ✂✁ in a document includes the
implicit occurrence of the terms r  ✲s  ✂✁ ✴  ✎t in this docu-
ment. If
☞ ✺✩✻✾✽☛✍✉✒ ✔❂❁✮❃✣❄❆❅❈❇✙✘✈✒ ☞ ❧
✟
❁✮✺✐✺✿✍
appears in a
document, then
☞ ✺✩✻✾✽☛✍✇✒♣✔✗❁✮❃◆❄❆❅✸❇✙✘①✒✥☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥②❍■✍
appears
implicitly. We define the occurrence ratio ③
✔
 
✘
of a term  
as the number of documents in which it appears implicitly,
divided by the the number of documents in which ✵☛✶✸✷ ap-
pears implicitly:
③
✔
 
✘
❲
✌✲▼✠✖
❑✑r✬❑⑤④✈⑥
s  ✂✁
✴
 
✱
 ✂✁
④♦❑
t
✌◆▼✸✖
❑✰r❆❑❝④♦⑥
s  
✁
✴⑦✵
✶✸✷
✱
 
✁
④♦❑
t
where ❑ is a document of the collection ⑥ . If we call ❫✓⑧
the number of documents in which   implicitly appears and
N the total number of documents in the collection, then we
may define:
③
✔
 
✘
❲
❫
❯
♥
We illustrate this idea with an example, in which terms are
just concepts, for the sake of simplicity. Consider the collec-
tion containing 6 documents described in Table 1. To calcu-
late ③
✔❘☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥♦❍❉✍⑨✘
, all the documents containing
☞ ♠
▲
❁✮♥♦❍■✍
or any concept specific to
☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥♦❍■✍ (see lattice in Figure
1) are counted: ③ ✔❘☞ ♠ ▲ ❁❳♥♦❍❉✍⑨✘ ❲✞⑩✸❶✧⑩❷❲❹❸ . The occurrence
ratio of
☞ ❍
✟☛✄✉✄
✍
, which is a term specific to
☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥②❍■✍
,
is
❸❆❶✙⑩
. The occurrence ratio of
☞ ♠
▲
❁❳♥♦❍❉✍
is higher than
the one of
☞ ❍
✟☛✄✉✄
✍
, although they both appear in the same
number of documents.
Let’s interpret ❺   as the union of all the terms not below
  in the star-graph lattice:
❺
 
❲❼❻✼❽❿❾
❯❬➀❿❯✦➁
 
✁
With this interpretation, ③
✔
 
✘
verifies all classical Kolmogorov
properties of a probabilistic distribution and therefore is iso-
morphic to a probability. The Global value of a term   , in a
collection, is defined as the amount of information held by
the term:
❧❦❖✗❄✧❃◆▼✸❖❱❯
❲➃➂
❖❂❄✬➄q✔
③
✔
 
✘❘✘ (2)
We can compare this value to the classical idf: it gives higher
values to terms holding more information, while giving lower
values to terms holding more information.
We have defined a local and a global analysis for the
star-graphs. Based on the above equations, we can now de-
fine the weight of a star-graph.
3.3. Weighting a star-graph
The weight ➅ of a term should depend on its importance in
the graph and on its distribution in the collection. Based on
Equations (1) and (2), a term can be weighted as a combina-
tion (e.g. multiplication) of both local and global analysis:
➅
❯ ◗ ❙
❲
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖ ❯ ◗ ❙☛➆➇❧❦❖✗❄✧❃✣▼❈❖ ❯ (3)
This weight is the result of a local and global analysis,
inspired by the use of the tf.idf. In the section, we have
defined a weight for a star-graph (Equation (3)). In the fol-
lowing section, we describe an implementation and an eval-
uation for this weighting scheme, on a collection of images.
4. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of our
approach for image retrieval. Instead of using the classical
operation to match conceptual graphs (projection operator
[16]), we use star-graphs as index terms for the vector space
model of IR [12].
4.1. Image collection
We used a image test collection [4] providing 498 personal
photographs and their indexes according to Mechkour’s im-
age representation model [7], as well as the concept and
relation lattices. The concept lattice is composed with 104
concepts, such as
☞ ✺✩✻✾✽✫✍
,
☞ ➈➉❋
✝✠▲①⑥➊✝
♥②❧✫✍
, or
☞
➅
❁❳❍
✄✉✟
✍
,
and has a maximal depth of 6. In this collection, the con-
cepts are weighted only according to their relative surface.
For instance, if a building occupies 30% of an image, it will
be weighted 0.3. The relation lattice contains 46 relations,
such as
✔✗❁✫❃✣❄❆❅❈❇❆✘
, or
✔❂➋
❫
❍✫➌✑❇
▲
❇
❚
 
✘
, and has a maximal
depth of 3. A sample of the photographs is given in Figure
5. CGs are composed with an average of 29 SGs. In total,
3854 terms are extracted from the index. This corresponds
to the number of dimensions of the vector space model. The
test collection provides a set of 38 queries with relevant
documents association. Figure 6shows one of the queries,
describing “a person between two buildings”. Queries are
propagated in order to allow a meaningful matching [6].
That is to say, terms specific to the original query terms are
added. Indeed, a query containing a term   should match
with a document containing a term  ✂✁ ,  ✂✁ ✴   , The complex-
ity of this operation depends on the size of the lattices: the
Document 1 Document 2 Document 3 Document 4 Document 5 Document 6
[PLANT] [SKY] [BUILDING] [SKY] [SKY] [GRASS]
[GRASS] [GRASS] [GRASS] [TREE]
Tab. 1. Collection of 6 documents.
Fig. 5. A sample of images from the collection.
Image:#1
Comp CompComp
BUILDING:#2 PEOPLE:#3 BUILDING:#4
Left Left
Fig. 6. A query from the test collection.
wider and the deeper they are, the more terms are likely to
be added.
The system was built on top of SMART [12], that we
used as an evaluation kernel. We are currently evaluating
different aspects of our work, and present some results for
the following evaluations:
1. Evaluation of the impact of the weighting scheme de-
fined in the equation (3), in comparison to a boolean
weighting scheme.
2. Evaluation of the impact of taking into account the re-
lations between the concepts for an IR task, compared
to using concepts (or keywords) only.
3. Comparison of the vector space matching with the
CG matching.
4.2. Impact of the weighting scheme
This experiment is aimed at evaluating the performance of
our weighting scheme, that is integrated to the system. We
ran four experiments. Our weighting scheme is decom-
posed, in order to evaluate the effects of individual elements.
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Fig. 7. Recall-Precision curves for the system with and
without considering the relations between terms.
We also compared the results with the classical idf, calcu-
lated over the terms. For each run, we used different weight-
ing schemes. The results are presented Table 2.
We can see that integrating the Local value in the docu-
ment index yields a slight improvement of the average pre-
cision across this collection. The use of the Global value
did improve the average precision as well. In the indexes
as in the queries, almost only the most specific concepts
(i.e. concepts having no specific in the lattice except ✹✫➍ )
where used. As the aim of the Global value is to moderate
the impact of generic terms, while emphasizing more spe-
cific ones, the effect of the Global value is not as important
as we expected, on this test collection. However, we stress
that it would be efficient on collections where more generic
terms are used in the index as well as in the queries. Fur-
ther experiments are still being carried out to determine this
impact more precisely, especially on the FERMI collection
[3].
4.3. Integrating the relations
This simple experiment compares the results of the sys-
tem with results that we would obtain using only concepts,
without using the relations between them. The results are
shown in Figure 7. The curves have similar precision value
for large recall values. This is due to the fact that in case
of relational indexing, the term
☞
✝✠❴
▼✠➄➎❇✲✍➏✒ ✔❢➐☛❄
❴➏③
✘✾✒
☞ ➋☛➈❝➑
✄
➐✫❍■✍
appears in every document containing the con-
Document weights - Query weights Average precision Relative change in %-age
Boolean Boolean 0.4850 0.0
▲
❄✙✌✲▼✸❖
Boolean 0.4893 + 0.89
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖➒➆✈➓
❑➔❚
➓
❑➔❚ 0.4924 + 1.53
▲
❄✙✌◆▼❈❖➒➆➇❧❦❖✗❄✧❃◆▼✸❖ ❧❦❖❂❄✧❃✣▼❈❖
0.4954 + 2.14
Tab. 2. Average precision for 4 different weighing schemes.
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Fig. 8. Recall-Precision curves for the graph and vector
matching systems.
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and all the documents in which
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appears are retrieved. Hence, for high recall, the same rele-
vant documents are retrieved by both systems. The relative
improvement on average precision is 9.99%, which is im-
portant. Taking into account that relations helps the user to
retrieve more relevant documents, for this collection, yields
a real improvement compared to considering an image as a
set of concepts only. This confirm previous results shown in
[10].
4.4. Vector matching versus CG matching
The aim of this experiment is to highlight that the concep-
tual graph matching can be simulated with a vector space
matching. To illustrate, we have compared the result of our
system with a system implanting the total projection oper-
ator for conceptual graphs. This system uses the relative
surface of objects only for concept weighting where the rel-
evance value is based on the sum of the weights of the SGs
on which the query is projected, inspired from [10]. The re-
sults are show in Figure 8. We can see from the curves that
for low recall values, the vector space matching system is
less precise than the graph matching system. There may be
a model-dependent reason and a collection-dependent rea-
son for that.
First, the use of SGs as documents descriptors in the
context of a vector space model does not make it possible
to consider join information between SGs. Hence the sys-
tem retrieves less relevant documents, while the system im-
plementing the total projection, which is precision-oriented,
retrieves more relevant documents. Second, the image rep-
resentation lacks semantic. That is to say, for instance, it
does not represent the relation
✔✗➈✆❇
 ➔→
❇❆❇
❫
✘
for three con-
cepts, but two relations
✔❢➋
❫
❍✮➌✑❇
▲
❇
❚
 
✘
. Hence the vec-
tor space system would retrieve some documents containing
only one relation
✔❂➋
❫
❍✮➌✑❇
▲
❇
❚
 
✘ (which satisfies a partial
projection), that are not relevant to the user. For high recall
values, the vector matching system achieves better results.
Indeed, as the vector matching system implements a par-
tial matching, it is more flexible than the graph matching
system and consequently retrieves partially relevant docu-
ments, that are not retrieved by the other system.
Processing a query requires an average of 6 s. of CPU-
time for the graph matching system, and less than 1 s. for
the vector space system, with a Pentium III 733MHz pro-
cessor. The relative gain of average precision is of 7.32%,
moreover the time required to process a query is divided by
6. The average precision is higher for our system, however
there is a loss of precision for low recall values. Further
research is required to determine which factors make a doc-
ument relevant to the user, and make a document relevant to
a query in image retrieval.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we defined an image representation model that
allows relational indexing of image content. This model is
based on star-graphs. We showed how the weight a star-
graph for the purposes of IR, employing a Local and a Global
analysis for a star-graph. Our approach introduces a novel
framework to combine an expressive knowledge represen-
tation formalism with a classical IR model.
We applied our research to image retrieval, in the con-
text of a vector space model. Experiments on an image
test collection have shown that integrating our weighting
scheme yields improvements in average precision. Using
star-graphs as index terms allows for relational indexing,
and expression of complex user needs. As a consequence, it
helps users to retrieve more relevant documents compared
to using only keywords for image indexing and query rep-
resentation. The results of a vector space system using star-
graphs as index terms are comparable to those of a system
implementing the total projection for conceptual graphs.
Moreover, the vector space system is faster. Further ex-
periments are still being carried out to, especially on the
larger FERMI image test collection [3].
Although we have applied the use of SGs as index terms
to image retrieval in the context of a vector space model, we
think that it could be used in any other media. Moreover,
the approach could extend the classical textual IR systems,
providing a more powerful indexing language.
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